Actions on Humidifying Catchments of the Rivers and to Counteraction to the Spontaneous Phenomena Caused by Changes of a Climate
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Abstract: Changes of a climate have generated in territory of Ukraine and other countries of the world many various problems, among them reduction humidifying reservoirs of many rivers is marked also. Existing measures on management of a water management in connection with influence of change of a climate are obviously insufficient, about what is spoken and in some documents WMO. In given work on the basis of the analysis of components of water balance of territory the list of actions on regulation dry up reservoirs of the rivers which has arisen in connection with changes of a climate is spent. For the analysis the atmospheric precipitation measured for the long-term period, evaporation from a surface of ground and water, stocks of productive moisture in ground, a layer of a runoff of water are used. Reduction of a river drain on hydrological to a post Sluch – Sarny occurs due to reduction of soil inflow, and, decreases not only a component of a soil feed of the river, but also stocks of water in a soil layer 0-100 see. As the actions adjusting humidifying of territory, are recommended: restoration of marsh files, construction of small dams in the top parts of a hydrographic network beams and hollows, agrarian and wood land improvement. For maintenance of an ecological runoff in the river Dnepr regulation of outflow of water to Black sea system of sluices of available water basins is recommended.
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1. Introduction

Changes of a climate have generated in territory of Ukraine and the world many various problems, among them reduction of humidifying of catchments of many rivers is marked also. It is expressed in reduction of water in channels of the rivers, as small (Ikva, etc.), and greater (Dnepr), reduction of levels aquifer horizons of subsoil waters, reduction of stocks of a moisture in ground and soil thickness. Alongside with it increase of droughts and floodings of significant territories is observed.

Displays of change of stocks of water on territory even one reservoir are not identical [1]. So, for example, on a catchments of the river Pripyat there are sites as with increase of an annual layer of a runoff of water in a long-term cut, and with downturn while the soil runoff on sites with increase of a runoff of water - decreases, and there where reduction of an annual layer of a runoff of water is observed - increases. Considering displays of droughts and floodings the choice of actions on regulation of consequences of change of a climate for each territory should be individual and be based on basins a principle.

In the country there are strategy of management by a water management [2, 3] in view of the developed branches of economy and interests of water-users on the basis of basins a principle, however diversity of water use and a variety of natural resources do not allow to solve a problem only adjusting water consumption or dump of the used waters in a vein of the river. Among recommended control systems of water resources [2, 3] allocate such actions: forecasting of high waters, definition of the reasons of problems with water resources (fences and dumps of water, quality assurance of water, influence of various branches in river pool, the changes of a hydrological mode connected with hydraulic engineering construction, changes of a climate, etc.), Forecasting zones of flooding and forecasting of possible damages from high
waters, development of operating plans flood protection actions, functioning of a water management during the critical periods of water use, etc. In specified «strategy ...» water resources management is focused on regulation and management in water volumes in channels of the rivers and water basins and at all does not mention water-modular territories, namely water-modular territories are a source of water in channels of the rivers and water basins and in long-term scale water-modular territories adjust speed and volume of water inflow in channels of the rivers.

About insufficiency of existent measures on a management in connection with influence of change of climate talked a water economy some documents of WMO [4], here specified on importance of management by croplands in connection with the necessity of softening of consequences of change of climate and maintenance of water resources, agromeliorations, forest cultivation, renewal of wetlands, are recommended [4].

In general, a fight against floods is lately taken to the quickest taking of flood waters from the river-beds of the rivers and dried flood plain that can be already even built-up, it is consequences of urbanization. Although if to remember history of ancient Egypt that floods were considered the gift of Gods and if a water level in Nile did not rise higher certain mark, talked about quick hunger (there is not an overflow of Nile - there is not filling with moisture of soils, there is not a harvest). Existant land-reclamations somehow compensate runoff of a good fertilizer for sandy soils - there is not a harvest). Existent land-reclamations somehow compensate runoff of water from pools, but on it the considerable expenses of material resources are required and they do not affect all catchments of the river.

State of water resources in Polesye and in a country on the whole causes an anxiety, both specialists and public [5], therefore very topically to find the most vulnerable constituents of water balance of territory, that in certain case determine reduction of water supplies. The aim of work was an analysis of the folded situation with the supplies of water of catchments of the rivers of Ukrainian Polesye and ground of recommendations on overcoming of consequences of change of climate.

2. Methods and Materials of Researches

Among the existent methods of research of moistening of catchments of the rivers most reasonable and provided with materials of supervisions there is a method of water balance. The dynamics of constituents of water balance in time and space, foremost, is determined by the change of climatic constituents, what as atmospheric fallouts and temperature (determines evaporation). Research of modern changes of climate on the examined territory shows a height in time of amount of fallouts and temperature of air [6]. Equalization of water balance for a separate river basin is often presented in a next kind:

\[ X = Y + \Pi + E + T \pm \Delta W + U, \]

where X - are atmospheric fallouts on the surface of basin; Y - is a superficial flow; \( \Pi \) - is an underground flow; E - is unproductive evaporation (from the surface of soil and water); T - is transpiration by plants, \( \Delta W \) - is a change of moisture in a soil layer, U - is detention of moisture in lowering of relief.

For the decision of certain tasks of science and practice apply more detailed and more differentiated ideas about the structure of water balance. From plenitude of knowledge about the processes of forming of water balance efficiency and exactness of application of calculation and prognosis methods of the \( \Pi \) models used in hydrology and other sciences depend in a great deal [7]. Among the constituents of water balance, except fallouts and evaporation, considerable influence on a river flow in a humid zone renders moistening of surface of catchments [8-10].

As the object of research is taken the catchments of the river Sluch to the city of Sarny (Figure 1), which has a series of observations of the main components of the water balance (atmospheric precipitation, evaporation from the surface of the soil and water surface, water flow, reserves of productive moisture in the soil). The River Sluch is the right tributary of the Goryn River, which flows into the Pripyat River and belongs to the watershed of the River Dnepr and the Black Sea. The catchments area of the river Sluch to Sarny is 13,300 km², the distance from the source to the sash is 409 km, the average height of the catchments is 230 m, and the forest is 17%. The length of the rows used to analyze observations of water balance components varies (Table 1).

![Figure 1. Scheme of the location of the catchments of the river Sluch – Sarny.](image)

3. Results of Researches

Studies have been carried out on the relationships of the existing measured components of the water balance (runoff, precipitation, evaporation, reserves of productive moisture in the soil) along the river Sluch - Sarny during the existing period of observations.

Analysis of changes in the time of precipitation, reserves of productive moisture and a depth runoff for the month shows that the peaks of highs of these indicators go consistently with a shift one by one (Figure 2), first maximums of precipitation, then moisture reserves in the soil th the last highs of the dept runoff, which is not contrary to the physics of the process.
The evaporation from the soil surface over time corresponds to the course of precipitation. This further explains the less dependence of runoff on precipitation than on the hydration of the surface.

Climate change in the study area is manifested in the increase in average annual air temperature and evaporation, both from the water surface and soil. The amount of precipitation for the year at the Sarny weather station, despite the general upward trend, has a sinusoidal component, which is consistent with the variability of water flow (and medium and minimum) and moisture reserves in the soil layer 0-100 cm (Figures 3, 4). While in the upper, less powerful layers of soil there is a tendency to reduce moisture reserves over time.

The maximum precipitation and runoff for the year was observed in 1998, after which there was a decline in their number. The maximum reserves of moisture in the soil are observed in 1988, and the maximum smoothing trend in 1997-99, i.e. due to the inertia of reducing moisture reserves, their number of about 9-10 years lasted at a high level, and then still showed a decline in indicators. The works [4, 13, 14] based on the analysis of observational materials up to the 90s of the 20th century on more than 600 weather stations of the world, including in the USSR, indicate the presence of a long-term trend of moisture content in the upper (up to 1 m) layer of soil. And in 2012, from the materials presented by T. Adameenko to the FAO report [15] on soil moisture in a meter layer of soil on May 28, from 1961-2012 under wheat, it is clear that the reserves of moisture in the soil are disappearing. According to the data [16], the drying of soil-ground thickness under the influence of climate change has been traced since 2006 years.

Soil moisture reserves in more powerful layers (0-50 the 0-100 cm) show a greater range of variability over time than in less powerful layers (0-10 at 0-20 cm).

With the increase in evaporation from the water surface, the moisture reserves in the soil studied decrease. Greater dependence on precipitation shows water reserves in the 0-20 cm layer than 0-10 or 0-50 and 0-100 cm, which is explained by the greater effect of air temperature on the top
layer of soil 0-10 cm, and greater variability of water reserves in more powerful layers of soil, which can also during separate periods tighten water from the chaplain edges of groundwater. As the air temperature increases, the water reserves in the soil decrease, and with the increasing capacity of the soil layer in question, this dependence weakens.

and it also increases with the increase in the capacity of the soil layer in question. With the increase in water reserves in the soil, the minimum water runoff for the year increases (Figure 5). The minimum water flow for the year in the perennial cut has also tended to decrease since 1998 (Figure 6), while the water temperature in the river (maximum and medium) at the hydrological post of Sarny is increasing (Figure 7). The paper [17] also states that the water temperature of small rivers depends on the share of unpaved food.

Taking into account the above-mentioned changes in soil moisture, it can be considered that the reduction of river runoff at the hydrological post of the river Sluch - Sarny occurs due to the reduction of the ground inflow.

Analysis of the change in time difference between precipitation and runoff layer shows an upward trend (Figure 8), this difference characterizes the accumulation of water on the catchments [18]. While the difference between the positive component of the water balance (precipitation and water reserves in the meter layer of soil) and the consumable component (evaporation) shows a tendency to decrease over time, and in recent years we have even negative values (Figure 9). That is, evaporation exceeds the available inflow of

With the increase in soil moisture content, the annual depth water runoff in the river increases, this dependence is more pronounced for more powerful layers of soil (0-100 cm). The dependence of water reserves in the soil with minimal water flow per year in the river is greater than with the annual runoff
moisture. The increase in precipitation, both globally and regionally, is also driven by an increase in evaporation. The higher the precipitation, the less evaporation from the water surface and the greater the evaporation from the soil. In cloudy weather, when precipitation falls, the influx of solar radiation decreases and evaporation from the water surface is also less, while evaporation from the soil is also determined by the heat of the soil thicker, so in cloudy weather here evaporation continues.

Studies of scientists in Belarus [19] on data up to 2000 have also shown trends in the growth of productive moisture reserves in the soil as a whole during the growing period, which is associated with a decrease in total evaporation and evaporation from the water surface. The decrease in total evaporation is due to the increase in atmospheric precipitation since the late 1990s and the decrease in wind speed in most of Belarus [19].

4. Conclusions

Studies have shown that the preservation of moisture in powerful soil layers (0-100 cm) contributes to the increase of water flow in rivers in the modern conditions of Polesya of Ukraine this will solve a number of problems with the provision of quality water resources to various industries and the population.

Moisture preservation in powerful soil-soil layers can be achieved by 1) restoration of marsh masses, 2) construction in the upper reaches of beams and beds of small constipation with seasonal delay of rain and melt water runoff (on the example of the Yunitsky Reserve - V. Dokuchayev experiments) with 3) mandatory carrying out of forest-forestry work for creation of favourable microclimate (reduction of wind speed, temperature, evaporation).

It should also be borne in mind that increased evaporation eventually contributes to increased air humidity, clouds and precipitation. The reduction of the surface component of the river flow of small rivers due to constipation should eventually not have a negative impact on the flow of larger rivers. Part of the runoff will pass to the internal and ground, which will reduce the water temperature in the rivers and thus eliminate a number of environmental problems caused by the increase in the water temperature in them.

The problem of reducing water in the Dnepr River can also be solved by regulating the discharge of water into the Black Sea by locks. The modern transgression of Black Sea levels allows regulating the flow of water to it without significant consequences.

The question of the impact of swamps on runoff is not new [20-22], there are opinions for recovery and against, but at present scientists are more inclined to believe that swamps do not increase interflow, that the impact of swamps on runoff is primarily related to the level of groundwater, which affects runoff [23-26]. As a matter of fact, the swamps have arisen in favour of the rise of groundwater levels. The lowest moisture capacity of peatlands is really high. However, it should be noted that this relationship is two-sided: peat deposits delay moisture and thus contribute to groundwater replenishment. Some sources note that the impact of swamps on runoff is not clear, but emphasize the local impact on the territory’s microclimate [27]. Furthermore, the swamp studies cited compare rivers with different swamps or with partially runoff swamps, but neither with swamp-free rivers under the same conditions, i.e. it is not clear how much the runoff in swamp-free rivers has decreased compared to swamp-free rivers. But the fact of water accumulation and the influence on the microclimate of the area of marshland areas is undeniable.

With regard to reducing the flow of river waters into the Black Sea. The results of studies by several authors show that the impact of river water inflow on the rise of the Black Sea level is not confirmed, but the hypothesis of the impact on the growth of the Black Sea level of fluctuations in the level of the world ocean is confirmed [28, 29], and the existence of an oxygen zone and the absence of hydrogen sulphide in the upper layers of the Black Sea are also associated with the influx of Mediterranean Sea waters [30].
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